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What Makes Russian Bride Different From Other European Brides 

Russian brides are popular for their majestic qualities like beauty, elegance and 

intelligence, not to mention their sensuality. If you ever meet Russian women, you are 

certain going to be bewitched by their beauty and charm. It is quite obvious that if you 

are looking for a life partner, a gorgeous Russian woman is the one to vie for. They 

possess athletic figures and are quite health conscious. This is the reason why European, 

American and for that matter men from every corner of the world drool at the sight of 

these hot and sexy damsels! Their dressing style is appreciable and they possess an 

inborn charm that seems to spellbind men.  

It’s a matter to think about that in this age of rat race where girls are imitating guys or 

rather competing with them in every sphere of life, Russian brides aspire for a sweet 

home and go for preserving their feminine traits. Further Russian brides are educated and 

do have professional degrees that put them at par with women from other nations. Online 

dating has helped a lot in choosing one’s life-partner and one can look for a Russian wife 

at any matchmaking site. Our life is unthinkable without internet now. Innumerable men 

and women depend on websites in hope to get married or just chat with the opposite sex. 

Western men take the help of these sites and it helps them to find Russian brides or girls 

from other countries. The Russian girls are soft hearted, loving and caring as well as 

dedicated to their husbands. They are very good homemakers and know very well how to 

make home a better place to live in! Russian wives have the charismatic feature in them 

to attract men with ease.  

Women from Russia are quite modern in their thoughts and outlook but at the same time 

they are well grounded with their traditional values and ethics – a feature that one comes 

to know only when one dates a Russian girl. Time and gain they have proved to be 

supreme wives, mothers and daughters in law. According to a survey, fights between 

couples in Russia are rare as each one of them is well aware of their roles in family! 

Consequently ego conflicts are minimal and Russian women are considered to be the 

most understanding partner that one can find.  

There are fewer men in Russia and Russian brides are very selective in terms of 

husbands. The expectations of American or European girls differ from that of Russians 

girls because the former like well established husbands who can fulfill their materialistic 

wishes whereas Russian women are inclined towards getting a partner who would take 

care of their emotional need and at the same time usher them with all the love. There is 

scarcity of men in Russia, thus, creating a great opportunity for men around the world to 

have their coveted Russian women without much competition.    
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The ultimate requirement of women in Russia is love and care – it is valuable than any 

other assets. They don’t like pricey gifts from their husbands and hate dishonesty and 

infidelity. For them morality, love, and care stands first to materialistic gifts and expect 

so in return from their better halves! 

Divorce rates are less with Russian girls than in U.K, America or Australia because the 

women from Russia focus on marriage and family. Family values are most important to 

them and they get married at an early age because of this. Russians have always taken 

pride in their nation, they are voracious readers, and are intellectual. A Russian woman is 

capable of holding discourses and it highlights the fact that she is well read! So I think 

you would definitely want your better half to be educated, a person of values and last but 

not the least appealing.  

Intellectuality, god looks, caring, loving, sensuous… the list continues when we discuss 

about the traits of Russian brides. Do you think that there can be any other women who 

can beat so many qualities and win your heart? Try your luck with a true Russian love 

and you will never regret your decision.   


